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A s I look back to my official associations with libraries, I find myself in the month of December and the year is 1969. I am finishing my senior year at Berkeley, the joint is hopping, and I am ready for a change. I didn’t really mind my job as a cafeteria cashier and actually found it interesting to watch the people come through the line, regulars and visitors, and note what each had selected for lunch that day.

A fellow German-major, Lynn Lewis, and I, discovered that we both liked books, not just to read them but to own them. We had access to one of the great libraries in the world but still wanted certain titles for our own. One day that December 1969, she mentioned that there was an opening for a library page at the Rare Books and Special Collections Department (RBSC) and I would be interested. I was and she introduced me to Leslie Clark, one of the finest librarians and human beings I have ever known. If you believe in fate, my course in life was set although I didn’t know it then. All Mrs. Clark wanted to know, after determining that I could do the job, was how certain I was about continuing on at Berkeley as a graduate student. She didn’t want to train me in December and have me leave in May.

Back then, the RBSC, located in the Doe Library, was not a part of the Bancroft Li-brary (also in the Doe Library), although it became so administratively (under the late James D. Hart of the Oxford Companion to American Literature fame) a year or so later and then physically a few months before I graduated from Library School.

The RBSC had four rooms, each with a hallway door and each with interior doors so that one could walk from the administrative office to the exhibit room to the reading room to the Mark Twain room. Mrs. Clark shared the administrative room with a cataloger, a bibliographer, and a secretary.

When I went to work there, the Mark Twain Room was still in use. They later moved to larger quarters in the Doe Library but I was still able to visit occasionally and see Mark Twain’s silver cabbages board (I never got to play a game on it, alas) and his notebooks and manuscripts being edited for a scholarly collected edition. Henry Nash Smith had begun the project but was no longer involved. I took an American literature class from Smith in the spring of 1970 (we had to meet across Bancroft Way at a Presbyterian Church because of campus unrest), and am sorry that I did not have the chance to meet him in his editorial capacity. Nevertheless, it was a wonderful room, steeped in scholarly activities and scholarly paraphernalia. When the Twain people moved out, the room became a work room where I spent many a happy hour working on the typog-raphy collection across from my colleague, Michael Hackenberg, who was just as happily engaged in a collection of French Revo-lution pamphlets.

The exhibit room was used for library school instruction and contained, in addition to shelves and cabinets of books, a hand press. I cannot remember what kind it was but it was regularly used by library school students, under the direction of the late Roger Levenson. The history of the book classes were taught by Bob Harlan, now retired, and Fred Mosher who died a few years ago. Those three, along with Mrs. Clark, were as fine an introduction to librarianship as could be hoped for. Wonderful people with a complete dedication to libraries, librarianship, the book, the history of the book, and to the whole apparatus of librarianship. By the turn of the century, all they stood for at Berkeley was gone.

I did stay at Berkeley after graduation (we didn’t actually graduate in a ceremony because large public gatherings in May 1970 were not allowed), to do graduate work in German. While taking a Hermann Hesse seminar from Joseph Mileck, I was assigned to classify the Hesse collection housed in RBSC and accumulated through the efforts of Professor Mileck. Mrs. Clark adapted the LC schedule for Hesse to encompass everything we had -- manuscripts, first editions, private editions, microfilmed book reviews, hand-illustrated poems given to friends, collected works, translations, and works of authors who had been important to Hesse’s development as a writer. That experience, coupled with my other work there, some involving the exhibits assembled for history of the book classes, led me to remark that I wished I were in library school instead of studying German. The simple reply of a friend was, “Well, why don’t you go to library school?” So I did, finishing in May 1973 and going from there to Stanford as Gifts and Ex-changes Librarian a month later.

Some of the things I remember from the 20th century, not so very long ago despite the passage of time, include electric erasers. The RBSC used the LC classification when I began work there but the collection had two other classifications, too, and it was Mrs. Clark’s mission to reclassify the earlier schemes into LC. Rather than order new card sets, which would not have been sufficient anyway because of our special requirements for printer, place, illustrator, date of printing, we simply erased the old classification and typed in the new.

At Berkeley and at Stanford I also searched in the LC Depository catalogs for cards to match new acquisitions. OCLC was in its infancy and available only to Ohio libraries, but even they had to depend on the Library of Congress, either through the NUC (Na-tional Union Catalog) or depository card sets.

At Stanford, we were developing BALLOTS, an automated technical processing system that ran on a large IBM Mainframe time sharing system. The machine readable record would be keyed into the system using a dumb terminal and LC or other copy that would result in either purchase orders, claim forms, or catalog records.

I remember, too, from work at another library, what it was like to produce purchase orders on multi-form 3"x5" forms, parts of which would go to the vendor and other parts of which would go into the public card catalog, an order file (encumbrances), and a receiv e file. Encumbrance and payment to- tals were run on 10-key adding machines that produced miles of paper tapes that had to be compared with the 3x5 slips from which the prices had been taken.

I remember revising the card catalog, too, with new entries filled above the rod. For those who were nostalgic for the card catalog, I can only remind them that the mind is a powerful tool that is designed to delete actual pain from our memories without letting us forget the source of the pain. In 1977, I had occasion to consult at a library that was still using a card catalog. I am only glad that it was a small catalog and that I didn’t have to leg miles while exercising my wrists, forearms, and biceps as I hauled drawer after drawer onto the pull-out shelves and back again.

Those early days really were the good old days, as I look back, because we had to understand filling rules and cataloguing rules even if our jobs were not in the catalog department. We seemed closer to the activities that took place behind the scenes and closer to the people working back there. Authority work was not as advanced as today so we had to pay special attention to the form of an author’s name, be it personal or corporate. I don’t miss those tools, primitive yet sophisticated, too, but I miss the bookish associations that have been replaced by computers. Nevertheless, I appreciate the computerized tools of today, and not just because I have been using computers in libraries since 1973. I have watched them become more sophisticated and depend- able. We used to find a response time of three minutes acceptable and could wait for days for our batch programs to reach the top of the queue. Now everything is real time and it takes an image on the Web more than a second for two to load, we are curing our lack of bandwidth.

Yes, I miss a lot from the 20th century but mostly I miss the mentors and colleagues from those days. So many have died and so many others have retired. They are not for-
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Anthropology
Neanderthals and Modern Humans: A Regional Guide allows users to “share in the quest for knowledge” of how these two groups of people were related, how they may have interacted, and what became of Neanderthals. A map pinpointing various sites where discoveries were made (many not reported in the popular media) leads to summaries of information. Books, Serials, Museums, Centers, and Links relating to this topic are also provided. http://www.neanderthal-modern.com/

Botany
Vascular plants, mosses, liverworts, hornworts, and lichens of the U.S. and its territories are the focus of the Plants Database maintained by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA). Listings include names, checklists, automated tools, identification information, species abstracts, distributional data, crop information, plant symbols, plant growth data, plant materials information, plant links, references, and other plant information for botanists and hobbyists alike. Four major categories: Topics, Gallery, Links, and Tools provide access to searchable databases, erosion control models, downloadable plant taxonomies, and wonderful photographic images that may be used for non-commercial purposes if credit is given. http://plants.usda.gov/plants/index.html

Music
Amino acid identities determining pitch? Protein folding patterns dictating instrumentation? Alpha-helix, beta-strands and turns represented by different instruments?
Welcome to Genetic Music! The music is composed algorithmically with Algorithmic Arts software using raw genetic data available on the Internet. Listen to excerpts of composed pieces available on CDs (three have been produced so far). John Dunn (a “hard-core genetic composer” according to Science) and biologist Dr. Mary Anne Clark collaborate on pieces ranging from Alcohol Dehydrogenase to Spidrin. The page also links to a site with full tracks. geneticmusic.com/ddmusic

Reference
BioMed Central has competition! The Scientific World, boasting a database of over 11 million article titles and e-mail alerts to new articles from over 20,000 journals titles, also intends to publish papers for free. The venture aims to profit from full-text down loads at $12 and up plus copyright fees. Chief Graham Lees has garnered $8 million and prominent scientists as advisers, but only the future will determine whether scientists will send him their manuscripts.
http://www.thescientificworld.com/

This extensive on-line encyclopedia of math and science, compiled by Web encyclopedist Eric W. Weisstein, curiously includes a link to plot summaries for every single episode of the original Star Trek series! Treasure Troves is divided into broad categories: Astronomy, Biography, Chemistry, Life Cellular Automata (which includes terms such as “Methuselah” — Any small “seed” pattern in Life that does not stabilize for a very long time), Mathematics, Music, and Physics. There’s also a scientific book list, and a straightforward alphabetical interface for all listed terms. www.treasure-troves.com

Oregon Trails
from page 92
I remember Ralph Hansen, Fred Lynden, Bill Allan, David Weber from Stanford, all important in my career and all but one retired. And at ALA there were such wonderful colleagues in the old RTSD who have also retired. Jean Boyer Hamlin, John Kaiser, Noreen Aldredge, Marcia Tuttle, Bill Schenck, and others who should forgive me for not naming them. And bookseller friends like Fred Gullette, Jim Cameron, and Don Coombs, to name but three, who patiently and enthusiastically explained how the book business worked.
And the best of the 21st century will be the friends and colleagues who are still around and still the main reason I attend the annual conferences and midwinter meetings of the American Library Association. The machine has not replaced the people who make the world of librarianship and books such a wonderful place to work and play in. Having said that, though, I do wonder what it would be like to retire and I wonder if I will, in turn, become part of someone else’s list and remembered fondly.